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neXtProt, a new knowledgebase
on human proteins
Why a new knowledge resource ?
• UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot has already a lot of
information on human proteins
– 20258 entries (Complete coverage)
– Manually verified sequences
– Numerous properties manually curated
– 63’000 SAP
– 73’000 PTMs
– 983,254 cross-references
– And much more!...
• As UniProtKB is a generalist database, its format
does not allow to integrate « human-specific »
features and resources
• We need to cope with the flood of human-
specific data (e.g. the 1000 genomes
sequencing project, the human proteome project
(HPP))
Why a new knowledge resource ?
Our concept
• A human-specific knowledge resource
• Allowing complex and meaningful queries across
different datasets
• Integrating as many resources as possible
• Of ‘swiss-quality’ (ensured by appropriate filters)
• Intuitive interface
• Community-oriented
• In terms of data, it contains:
– All of Swiss-Prot human data: sequences and annotations;
– Human Protein Atlas organ and tissue expression (IHC);
– Metadata on mRNA expression from microarrays and ESTs from Bgee
(analyzed from ArrayExpress and UniGene);
– Additional SNPs from dbSNP and Ensembl;
– Chromosomal location and exons mapping from Ensembl;
– Affymetrix and Illumina chip sets identifiers.
• In terms of interface, it offers:
– An intuitive query interface;
– Different specialized views (function, medical, expression, etc.);
– The possibility to tag and label proteins.
will be released soon
Query features
A variety of views for a single protein
An innovative sequence feature viewer
Expression data at mRNA level and protein level 
Complete positional information at the genomic level
... And many other features !
If you want to test it, just sign up... It’s free!
beta.nextprot.org
In the near future, we plan to
• integrate other resources covering many aspects
of human protein biology (proteomics, pathways,
small molecule interactions etc)
• add a number of tools (sequence oriented) and
features (e.g. protein list management and
datamining)
•  allow users to personalize their neXtProt
Our goal
• To become the ‘one stop shop for human proteins’
• To keep up-to-date with all available information on
human proteins
• To allow researchers to formulate new hypothesis to be
tested at the lab
• To help the community working on human proteins to
exchange data and organize their work
Various 
repositories
Hypothesis generation
Hypothesis validation
Help to transform data into knowledge...
• Content :
– Coordination: Pascale Gaudet
– Biocuration: Guislaine Argoud-Puy, Isabelle Cusin, Paula Duek
• Software development :
– Coordination: Catherine Zwahlen
– Olivier Evalet, Anne Gleizes, Alain Gateau, Alexandre Masselot (GeneBio)
• Research : Guido Bologna, Anne-Lise Veuthey
• Project direction : Amos Bairoch, Lydie Lane, Nasri Nahas (Genebio)
is developed jointly by           and
- the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot team
- the CALIPHO lab members : our first testers!
- all the present and future users
-You for your attention! 
We deeply thank
A prototype of a future proteomics view
